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Some visual stimuli are bistable, with perception alter-
nating irregularly between two alternatives. Recent
work suggests that the neural processing of these
alternations must occur at low levels of the visual
system.
In 1760, Étienne François Dutour [1,2] reported that
when different images are shown to each eye, only one
of them is seen at any time, with the visible image alter-
nating irregularly every second or so. This has come to
be known as binocular rivalry. It is perhaps the earliest,
and certainly the most dramatic example of a bistable
visual stimulus, in which perception alternates irregularly
between two alternatives. Other such stimuli include the
Necker cube, the Rubin face–vase figure (Figure 1) and
the kinetic depth effect (see demonstrations at [3]).
These stimuli are interesting because perception, or in
the case of binocular rivalry, visual consciousness,
changes without any change in the images falling onto
the retina. Such stimuli offer a key to understanding the
neural bases of perception [4].
An enduring question about bistable stimuli is what,
precisely, is alternating. In the case of binocular rivalry,
if one image is of vertical lines and the other of horizon-
tal lines, do the neural structures supporting the idea of
vertical briefly overcome those supporting the idea of
horizontal and vice versa? This would place processing
of the alternations at a high level of the nervous system,
at which semantic properties of images are encoded.
Or do the neural structures processing the particular
vertical contours briefly overcome those processing the
particular horizontal contours and vice versa? This
would place processing of the alternations at a low level
of the nervous system, at which the structural proper-
ties of images are encoded.
The question is enduring because there is evidence
for both low-level and high-level processing of
binocular rivalry stimuli. A low-level property is which
eye is viewing which stimulus, something of which we
are normally unaware [5]. Blake and colleagues [6]
asked observers to look at two rivalling stimuli and to
press a key when one was completely visible and the
other completely invisible. At the key press, they
interchanged the stimuli viewed by the two eyes. If
rivalry is between semantic properties of the stimuli,
this should make no difference because the semantic
properties remain the same. But if rivalry is between
structural properties of the stimuli, this should make a
big difference because the structural properties
change. Blake and colleagues [6] found that observers
immediately noticed the change, suggesting that rivalry
encodes low-level properties of the stimuli. Diaz-Caneja
[7] (see [8] for a translation), on the other hand, cut two
stimuli in half, assigning one half of each to each eye to
form composite images (Figure 1B). If rivalry is strictly
between the eyes, then observers should have reported
alternations between the two composite images. Yet
observers sometimes reported alternations between
the original stimuli, now distributed across the eyes,
suggesting that rivalry is not sensitive to low-level prop-
erties of the stimuli [9].
Two recent studies [10,11] employed a new technique
to answer questions about the level in the nervous
system at which alternations might be processed. The
technique depends on being able to arrest the alterna-
tions, something discovered by Leopold and colleagues
[12]. They found that if a bistable stimulus, such as
binocular rivalry between vertical lines presented to the
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Figure 1. Bistable stimuli.
(A) Typical binocular-rivalry stimuli, one presented to each eye.
We see irregular alterations between visibility of the two stimuli.
(B) Diaz-Caneja rivalry stimuli. Although we mainly see
alternations between the two images, occasionally we see
alternations between concentric circles and horizontal lines. 
(C) The Necker cube. We see irregular alterations between two
depth organizations: near face up or near face down. (D) The
Rubin face–vase figure. We see irregular alternations between
the identities of figure and background, the figure appearing as
a vase or as two faces in profile.
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right eye and horizontal lines presented to the left eye,
is briefly shut off just prior to an alternation, perception
can be held to one alternative for several minutes. It is
as though the visual system is a crotchety old codger
watching a two-channel TV. He is determined to watch
one channel, showing right-eye vertical, for a set
amount of time, say three seconds, before pressing his
remote control to flip over to the channel showing left-
eye horizontal. If vertical is interrupted before this set
time, the codger resumes watching vertical when trans-
mission is re-established. The heartless experimenters,
who are controlling the interruptions, can get the old
codger to persist with vertical for hundreds of times
before he finally gives up and tries the other channel.
Chen and He [10] and Pearson and Clifford [11] have
added a new twist. They asked: how different can we
make the channels after the interruption without perturb-
ing the old codger’s determination to view one of them?
For example, if we switch the eyes to which vertical and
horizontal are shown, will the old codger continue with
vertical after the interruption, or will he continue with
whatever he was viewing through the right eye? The
answer is the eye! Which eye is viewing a particular stim-
ulus is irrelevant to our understanding of the idea of ver-
tical, to its semantic aspects. But knowing which eye is
viewing which stimulus is relevant to how the image is
encoded at low levels of the visual system. The old
codger’s (our!) preference for an eye implies that the
alternations are taking place in a part of the visual system
at which the eye of origin is retained. The only task I can
think of in which knowing which eye is viewing which
stimulus is essential is stereopsis, thought to be medi-
ated in the earliest stages of the visual cortex [13,14].
Chen and He [10] wondered what else about the
stimuli the old codger would treat as the same. They
tried moving the stimuli to a different place in the visual
field. Again, this makes no change to the semantic prop-
erties of the stimuli (vertical is vertical whether it is here
or there), but it does make a big change to the low-level
encoding of the stimuli, for example, engaging a differ-
ent part of the retina. The old codger treated the moved
stimuli as new. That is, if he had been viewing the verti-
cal channel before the interruption, he was just as likely
to view horizontal as vertical after the interruption.
Pearson and Clifford [11] also studied a different
bistable phenomenon that is perforce indifferent to the
eye of origin of the images. Logothetis and colleagues
[15] discovered that, if they exchanged rivalry stimuli
between the eyes at about three times a second and
flickered the stimuli at about 18 times a second,
observers would report episodes of visibility of one
stimulus of similar duration to traditional binocular
rivalry. At some level, therefore, perception of a
particular stimulus is alternately being mediated by
input from the left and right eyes. When Pearson and
Clifford [11] interrupted this display, the old codger was
indifferent to the eye a particular stimulus was pre-
sented to prior to, or following, the interruption. But he
was influenced by more enduring properties of the
stimuli, such as their colour or form. For example, if he
had been perceiving a red stimulus prior to the
interruption, he was more likely to continue perceiving
a red stimulus even if the experimenters had changed
its orientation. He was also more likely to continue per-
ceiving a vertical stimulus, even if the experimenters
had changed its colour during the interruption.
Pearson and Clifford’s [11] finding suggests that
different bistable phenomena are mediated at different
levels of the visual system. Chen and He [10] confirmed
this by applying the interruption technique to the kinetic
depth effect [16]. The kinetic depth effect occurs when
the shadow of a rotating three-dimensional object —
such as a randomly bent paper clip — is cast onto a
two-dimensional surface. When we look only at the
shadow, sometimes we see the depth of the original
object rotating in one direction, and at other times we
see the object rotating in the opposite direction [3]. Per-
ception flips randomly between these two alternatives
qualifying the kinetic depth effect as a bistable phe-
nomenon. Leopold et al. [12] had already showed that
the interruption technique would stabilize the kinetic
depth effect. Chen and He [10] showed that the old
codger would persist with a particular direction of rota-
tion if the stimulus changed size, suggesting that pro-
cessing occurs at a stage where size does not matter,
but they again found that moving the stimuli to a differ-
ent part of visual space made the old codger treat the
moved stimuli as new.
In conclusion, binocular rivalry processing must
involve neurons sensitive to the eye of origin of stimuli.
Processing of the other studied bistable phenomena
must involve neurons sensitive to the orientation, colour
and location of stimuli on the retina. Such neurons are
located at low levels of the visual system.
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